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INTRODUCTION
The fourth quarter of 2018 saw a precipitous drop for the cryptocurrency market as a whole, recording new
lows for the year. This period also saw the general capitulation of ICO token listing values, with the market
situation brought to bear on these projects regardless of efficacy, notoriety or jurisdiction. Even those ICOs that
successfully raised funding some time ago have been under pressure, many having kept significant proportions of
their raise in the market only to watch these funds sublimate.
While the current climate has shelved many public sales, development and fundraising through more traditional
channels continue. Those building in the blockchain space are slowly but inexorably providing firm infrastructure,
confirming themselves as part of the established economic landscape. More encouraging, however, is the flow of
talent. If we are to follow the talent to discover the next growth market, the blockchain space and its periphery are
the destinations.
In this report, we present an update on each of the Hyperion Fund’s investments. Many of these projects have
made significant progress, positioning for launches, expansions and customer acquisition. Of particular interest
was the mid-December launch of Quantfury, the Fund’s largest investment to date. Quantfury’s trading App
successfully acquired active users and achieved more than US$10M in volume in the final two weeks of the year.
It is clear that the cold light of 2019 will bring further challenges to incumbents in the space as the exuberance of
2017 falls fully into the past. Legal and regulatory scrutiny are likely to continue to apply pressure in certain areas,
but this is ultimately necessary for the health of the industry. Regulatory clarity, the opening of traditional markets
and wider adoption are the keys to unlocking the next major growth phase for the blockchain space.

CIARAN MACDEVETTE
VP of Analytics
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HYPERION STRATEGY
Hyperion is a ground-breaking initiative, being the world’s first tokenized venture capital
fund and truly democratizing venture capital for retail investors. It has been a pleasure
to witness how Hyperion, together with blockchain technology, has allowed VC investing
to become far more inclusive by enabling a greater investor audience to participate in
seed round funding. Tokenization has increased liquidity in this alternative asset sector,
eradicating the multi-year lock-up periods in traditional VC and allowing investors to
trade as they please. We look forward to global developments that tokenization and
blockchain technology is going to bring over the coming years.
The Hyperion fund successfully concluded its ICO at the end of May 2018, with a net
asset value of $9.4 million at inception 1 June. The months following were exceptionally
busy as the investment team at Invictus Capital dedicated their time to reviewing
hundreds of ICOs in order to uncover opportunities that showed the greatest potential
for value creation. In the Hyperion Q3 2018 report we disclosed the 9 investments that
Hyperion had made to date after deploying most of the fund’s outstanding capital.

ANDREW KNIGHT
Fund Manager

The fourth quarter brought continued headwinds in the ICO space with global funding continuing to fall in the
wake of suppressed investor sentiment. For this reason, all the companies who have not concluded their ICO
in the Hyperion portfolio have pushed out their public sale dates in order to wait for renewed momentum. This
equates to 6 out of the 9 investments held at the end of Q3 2018. Although this is not ideal for the healthy
liquidity cycle of the Hyperion fund, we at Invictus Capital agree that attempting to run an ICO during a market
recession can potentially have detrimental effects to a project. Instead, our portfolio companies have limited their
expenditure as much as possible in order to extend their lead time, while at the same time ensuring their product
goals are being met. This way, when the market turns the companies will be in a good position to capitalize on
their work done.
One investment was made in the fourth quarter, which was an equity position in Cryptobuyer. An announcement
has recently been released through the Invictus Capital medium channel. During this downturn in the ICO
market, we have shifted our focus towards investments that aim to build essential infrastructure needed to bring
blockchain technology to the mainstream. The Hyperion fund will aim to capitalize on the fastest value-growth
stage in the life of these startups, which is typically between the seed round and the series A. The shift towards
equity investments will allow the fund to better hold its value through the early stages, as opposed to being
susceptible to the extreme volatility seen in token listings of late. The fund will generally have an option to convert
its equity to tokens for liquidity purposes, should it be in the best interests of the fund and its investors.
In terms of fund performance, as with any Venture Capital fund, one needs to adopt a long-term outlook and
investment strategy. Investments are held at cost until they are traded on the open market. Due to only two of the
ten investments having had their tokens listed, the Hyperion NAV has remained relatively stable over the quarter
as the rest are being held at cost. We are currently actively involved with many of our holdings and assisting them
to achieve their desired outcomes while protecting investor interests. 2019 should bring some great milestones
for our investments and the fund as a whole, and we will keep you updated every step of the way.

INVESTMENTS
Investment

Amount

Date
$1,000,000

Sector
05/06/2018 Infrastructure

$614,000

07/06/2018 Transportation

$825,000

12/06/2018 Infrastructure

$762,400

20/06/2018 Gaming

$250,000

17/07/2018 Digital Content

$1,510,000

11/07/2018 Trading
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$259,000

23/07/2018 Interoperability

$256,800

21/08/2018 Gaming

$754,000

16/09/2018 Financial Services

$200,000

23/11/2018 Financial Services

*Investment amounts include associated legal fees. Where investments were denominated in ETH, a snapshot dollar value of
the transaction was taken at the time of transfer.

Investment Cost Breakdown

Sector Breakdown

The above charts illustrate the breakdown of funds allocated at cost since inception until the end of Q4 2018.
Hyperion, for both legal and competitive business reasons, needs to keep the market value and performance data
of listed investments private as providing this data allows for the commercial terms to be “reverse engineered”,
thereby disclosing proprietary information. The fund is therefore only able to disclose a breakdown of unlisted
investments at cost.

NOTABLE INVESTMENT UPDATES
www.cryptobuyer.io
Cryptobuyer is the latest equity investment made by the Hyperion fund, for which an official announcement was
made through the Invictus Capital Medium account. Cryptobuyer is a leading cryptocurrency and digital assets
company in Latin America, which has gained the distinction of being the first company ever to install Bitcoin
ATMs (BTMs) in a commercial bank after two of its BTMs found a place in the premises of Banistmo Bank’s
headquarters. The team at Cryptobuyer aim to make cryptocurrencies more widely available in South America and
help facilitate their use-case through their various POS solutions. We look forward to working with Cryptobuyer to
help grow crypto-asset demand! A full investment report will be released in the coming weeks.
www.quantfury.com
Quantfury have recently entered their token Pre-Sale and Series A round starting 1 December 2018. The Quantfury
management team, alongside Invictus Capital, have worked to position themselves to appeal to a broad range of
private equity, venture capital and crypto-related investors. To date, Quantfury have secured capital investment
from private investors, Wall Street and the Invictus community, and are in talks with Asian and European funds,
targeting the geographies where Quantfury is positioning its user acquisition strategies.
Invictus has facilitated an incubation process by providing the Invictus community beta access, and early
awareness, to the Quantfury app launch. In so doing, Quantfury has improved the product quality, and grown their
community to be one of the more engaging Telegram groups. The Quantfury App became available at the end
of Q4 2018 in both Google Store and Apple App Store, for crypto holders globally ex-USA and Canada, who can
now use their crypto holdings to trade financial and crypto markets in fiat amounts. The growth in both users and
trade volume over the past few weeks has been astounding. To date, over $40 million has already been traded
from users in over 35 countries around the globe. Growth in trade volume has been incredibly strong. This has all
been achieved organically with Quantfury having spent little to no capital on marketing just yet. In summary, we’re
anticipating a strong public sale for Quantfury in 2019, which will boost Hyperion Fund’s momentum for the rest of
the year.
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www.gostackr.com
All of Stackr’s legal structures, corporate partnerships and operational processes are now in place. They have
recently received positive feedback from the Bermuda Monetary Authority around the regulation linked to the
Stackr Trust, which is the first ever in the jurisdiction, and possibly globally. Invictus are bullish on the outlook
for Stackr, especially with some major partnerships, enabling product distribution in the pipelines. From an
investment management perspective, Stackr have made great progress with the development of the underlying
machine learning algorithms facilitating risk-managed exposure in their funds. They envision its completion by
the end of January, and we will aim to launch their funds in February 2019. Version 1 of the Stackr onboarding tool
has also gone live, and available online at www.gostackr.com. All in all, they have had a great few months, and are
still firmly on track for a Q1 formal launch of Stackr.
www.noia.network
Since releasing the alpha version of NOIA CDN, there are more than 150 different websites and web apps that
are integrating NOIA CDN into their infrastructure. For the time being, they have to get whitelisted before getting
access to the service. Production version of CLI (Command Line Interface) has been released to the public. The
team has also finalized the SDK - which is an easy way to set up and start using NOIA CDN. It’s already being
rolled out to the first batch of websites. Node to node content encryption has also been implemented into the
network, ensuring both safe data transfer to browsers, and secure caching within the nodes themselves. Updated
WebRTC native library to support arm processors (Raspberry PI support).
NOIA teamed up with Bluzelle, NKN, and Portal Network to showcase a real-life use case. A decentralized chat
application was developed (https://github.com/web3infra/dchat), where NOIA is used as decentralized CDN for
emoticons and uploaded files.
www.dav.network
The DAV Foundation is pleased to report that they have reached and completed every milestone on the roadmap
up to and including the end of 2018. DAV have adjusted the roadmap for the next few quarters to reflect the shortterm strategic change they have made to capitalize on an important opportunity in the micro-mobility space with
shared electric scooters, but with a community-ownership approach. This will help attract more early adopters
and early mainstream users to utilize the DAV network and token. We are looking forward to a successful 2019 for
the Foundation and DAV community at large.

www.lightstreams.network
Lightstreams, like all the other ICOs in the Hyperion fund that have not concluded their ICO, have decided to
postpone their token sale for the time being until the market demand recovers. This has in no way hindered their
progress however, and have in fact planned to bring their mainnet launch (phase two) forward. They have also
successfully completed their account and wallet management integration.
Fanbase, the first application designed to showcase the Lightstreams network, had its technical proof of concept
released. An upgrade to validate development, and other functionalities were also added to the Lightstreams
network. The team is still hard at work and confident to reach key milestones in the coming months.
www.wemark.com
The long-awaited soft launch of the Wemark platform is coming up in January 2019, with over 2,000
photographers already onboard and close to 2,000,000 photos in the growing collection. Wemark has released
two major product updates during the last quarter, including full mobile support, content upload tools for
professionals, and two groundbreaking pricing models to solve the burning needs of image buyers worldwide.
WMK (Wemark Tokens) were successfully distributed, Wemark will release them for transfer and is expected to
announce exchange listings soon. With the recent updates and the upcoming launch, Wemark is positioning as
an exciting alternative to giants like Shutterstock and Getty, making it one of the first industries outside crypto to
adopt blockchain-based platforms.
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www.menlo.one
Menlo One concluded their public sale in the fourth quarter of 2018. The ONE tokens have since been released
and are available for trading on BitMart, Idex, Switcheo and EOSex exchanges. The team have recently announced
that the alpha version of their framework has been released:
https://medium.com/menlo-one/menlo-framework-alpha-is-live-bb16a034fd90
The Menlo One website has been rebuilt to focus on their products, services, partnerships and technology. Visit
Menlo One to take a look! Overall the team are dedicated to working towards rolling out their full product offering
over the coming months and will be providing full transparency along the way. For their first of a series of updates,
please visit:
https://medium.com/menlo-one/menlo-one-update-1-cc168f8a77cc
www. equiti.io
The Equiti Games team recently had a successful trip to Asia, forming connections in China such as Tencent, that
will be able to help them localize for that market when the time comes to expand into Asia. The team has also
met with Seasun Games and talked about a potential partnership.
A partnership with Boosto was finalized, a San Francisco based influencer platform that will help Equiti grow their
presence in the influencer space, onboarding them to join the Equiti platform.
The team are also proud to announce that additional advisors from game companies, including Ubisoft, have
been onboarded to help drive their vision. Equiti have committed to launching their platform later this year and
have gained significant traction in getting commitments from game publishers to list on their platform. We look
forward to upcoming developments at Equiti Games over 2019!
www.gamedex.co
During Q4, the Gamedex team attended the two premier conferences in Asia: Beyond Blocks in Bangkok and
Consensus in Singapore. The Gamedex Alliance, a coalition of blockchain-powered game studios which have
preliminarily agreed to make Gamedex the first-choice trading platform for their games’ digital assets, continued
to grow, reaching 12 studios in total by EOY. The Gamedex development team also completed development of the
Gamedex MVP. The exact date of the launch of the MVP, as well as Gamedex’s public token sale date have been
postponed for the time being, however a major announcement will be released in the coming weeks which will be
passed onto the Hyperion community.

WRAP UP
Quarterly performance
Market commentators will for a long time remember 2018 as a significant cycle for the
cryptocurrency bears. The overall market has closed the year still within the downtrend
and has proven the residing immaturity of the space. This statement is based on the fact
that the wider market mostly still responds accordingly to bitcoin’s price action. High
levels of correlation have shown that the speculative element within the sector is still
highly prominent, and is evidently based on the sentiment of the whole sector.
It is unwise to make predictions on cycle reversals for any market, especially for a
speculative and volatile one such as cryptocurrency. For this specific reason, it is
beneficial to rather stay focused on discovering where true value lies. In the long run,
sustainable, innovative concepts will flourish and prove their worth. By removing the
hype-driven and short term speculation that the ICO market became known for, we can
start seeing the ever evolving correlation between this innovative funding mechanism
and traditional venture capitalism.

HUGO MAY
Investment Analyst

Venture capitalists following the Dot Com crash from the early 2000’s are very aware of the fact that a select few
were true disruptors of their respective market and rose to the top over the following years. On the other hand,
most projects that they invested in were likely to not have even returned their original investment.
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Inception NAV (31 May)

Q3 NAV (30 September)

Q4 NAV (31 December)

U.S. $

*$9,400,335

$6,106,223.00

$5,733,195.06

IHF circulating supply

122,852,180

122,852,180

122,852,180

IHF/USD

$0.0765

$0.0497

$0.0467

IHF/ETH

0.0001325

0.0002135

0.0003499

IHF/BTC

0.0000102

0.0000075

0.0000125

Since the previous quarter, IHF has fallen 6% in terms of USD, which is comparatively low if you consider the
macro market conditions. This can be seen when one compares the Hyperion NAV versus other crypto-assets
such as BTC and ETH. The IHF token has appreciated 63.9% and 66.3% versus these two market leaders and
general ICO funding currencies. The performance is largely attributed to the fact that a substantial portion of the
fund consists of unlisted investments. An unlisted investment’s valuation is suspended in terms of USD, as the
investment is held at cost, and subsequently the rest of the market has decreased considerably, which attributes
to the +60% appreciations over the quarter.

Hyperion ROI
IHF/USD

IHF/ETH

IHF/BTC

164.16%
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63.92%
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66.25%

48.27%

50
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22.12%
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-6.10%

-20
-30

-24.12%

-40

-26.69%
-39.00%

ROI Q3 2018

ROI Q4 2018
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ROI Since Inception

HYPERION TIMELINE
23 March

5 June

Hyperion white
paper release

Hyperion invests
in Lightstreams

20 June

31 May
23 July

12 June

Hyperion invests
in NOIA

Hyperion invests
in Gamedex

7 June

Hyperion ICO period
and launch of NAV

11 July

Hyperion invests
in Menlo.One

Hyperion invests
in DAV

Hyperion invests
in Quantfury

25 June

DAV Public sale
ends

17 July

27 June

Wemark Public
sale ends

21 August

30 June

Hyperion invests
in Wemark

End of Q2 NAV

23 August

17 September

DAV tokens unlock
for trading

Menlo.One Public
sale starts

Hyperion invests
in Equiti Games

16 September
Hyperion invests
in Stackr

19 September
IHF listed on
Liquid.com

30 September
End of Q3 NAV

23 November 2018

Hyperion makes an investment
into Cryptobuyer
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16 October

Menlo One completes
Public sale

